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Campaign Map 
 
The main trunk road from the north (in red) runs down from the northern edge of the 
map, through the Lardak Position and Lardak, and off the table to the south. The other 
roads (ie Pasembor – Lardak via Bariani Gam; Appam – Lardak via Gulab Jamun) are 
not quite such good quality: trucks and tracks have to drive slowly down them to 
avoid mechanical breakdown. 
 
Lardak Hill is a huge mountain footed by a series of ridges running east-west. The hill 
itself is effectively impassable, but the ridges make the lower slopes around the 
Lardak position and Appam into superbly defensible positions. 
 
The green areas on the map represent primary jungle. This is impossible for vehicles 
to move through, even tracks, and very difficult for infantry. This means that the 
roads, and the villages that they pass through, are the absolute key to this campaign. 
Lose control of the roads, and you lose the battle! 
 
The main river, the Yee Meen, is obviously impassable, as are most of the tributaries 
running down from Lardak Hill and the area of marshy ground to the west of the 
Lardak Position. 
 
The railway line that passes just to the west of Lardak is cleared in the same way that 
the road is. The red “explosion”, however, represents where the various bridges and 
embankments that cross the river/marshy area have been blown: making it certainly 
impossible that vehicles can drive down the railway line from the north, and a long 
slow journey even for infantry. 
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